Introduction
============

The prevalence of breast cancer has risen in the past few decades within the Western World.[@JR1500096-1] In North America and Western Europe, breast cancer is the most common malignancy and the second most common cause of cancer-related death for women.[@JR1500096-2] [@BR1500096-3] The American Cancer Society estimates that over 230,000 new cases of invasive breast cancer were diagnosed in 2013.[@BR1500096-3] Fortunately, advances in systemic therapies, radiotherapy indications, and surgical techniques have prolonged patient survival with more recent major gains occurring in the management of patients who develop metastatic disease. However, as a result, the frequency of long-term sequelae has increased; 10 to 30% of patients with primary malignancies are expected to develop spinal epidural metastases later in life, and there will be increased demand for aggressive therapies including surgery to optimize patient outcomes.[@JR1500096-1] [@JR1500096-4] [@JR1500096-5]

The ideal management of spinal metastases involves the collaboration of numerous specialties including spine surgery, surgical oncology, medical oncology, radiation oncology, interventional radiology, pain specialists, and rehabilitation.[@JR1500096-6] [@JR1500096-7] Though management strategies have become more aggressive and have led to improved clinical outcomes,[@JR1500096-4] [@JR1500096-8] treatments for spinal metastases remain palliative. At a minimum, therapies should involve radiotherapy and pharmacotherapy, such as chemotherapy/hormonal therapy, bisphosphonates, steroids, and analgesics as necessary. Surgery may be indicated for a variety of reasons, including one or more of the following: mechanical instability, tumors progressing while on radiation or failed radiation, medically intractable pain, and functionally significant or progressive neurologic dysfunction. However, in general, surgery may be relatively contraindicated for candidates with limited life expectancy (less than 3 months) or poor health status.[@JR1500096-1] [@JR1500096-8] [@JR1500096-9] Numerous open surgical techniques are used, including anterior, posterior, or anteroposterior decompression, followed by complete or partial tumor resection and stabilization. Less invasive operative procedures include percutaneous stabilization, cement augmentation, and mini--open decompression, which are indicated with intractable pain resulting from vertebral body deformity or minimal epidural cord compression causing neurologic deficit.[@JR1500096-10] [@JR1500096-11] Within the past decade, the latter set of techniques have become increasingly attractive due to their ability to achieve the surgical goal while minimizing morbidity.[@JR1500096-12]

To date, most recommendations for treatment options have been based on studies looking at metastatic spine disease from a heterogeneous cohort of primary malignancies. There is limited information on the management of metastatic spine disease from breast cancer alone, and thus this study was intended to provide more specific recommendations for those patients with spinal metastases from breast cancer.

In this study, a systematic review of the clinical outcomes of the aforementioned operative techniques restricted to patients with breast cancer with spinal metastases was performed. The overall objectives of this article are to answer the following clinical questions: (1) What is the postoperative survival, rate of change in neurologic status, local tumor control rate, and pain improvement rate for operative treatment? (2) Are there any clinical, radiographic, or histologic variables in the surgical literature that may help prognosticate which patients will perform better or worse with surgery?

Methods
=======

Electronic Literature Search
----------------------------

A systematic review of the literature was performed using PubMed, as well as a review of the bibliographies of eligible articles. The broad search query was designed to include the breast cancer patient population with spinal metastases treated with any surgical technique since 1990. Additionally, a prognostic variable search specific to patients with metastatic breast cancer was conducted with emphasis on the metastatic-free interval (the duration between diagnosis of primary disease and the first metastasis) to supplement the limited prognostic variables provided by the surgical studies. A summary of the search strings as well as the inclusion and exclusion criteria are provided in [Table 1](#TB1500096-1){ref-type="table"}. The designation of "decompression" or "decompressive" is meant to include all surgical procedures in which removal of compressive pathology from the neural elements was indicated (whether anterior or posterior), and the indications for the "decompression" included neurologic deficit, pain, and local tumor control.

###### Selection criteria

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study type                                  Key search string(s)                                          Inclusion                                                                                                                                                                                     Exclusion
  ------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Surgical                                    "Breast spine metastatic surgery"                             • Publication date: 1990 or later\                                                                                                                                                            • Articles that did not provide clinical outcomes and statistics specific to the patients with breast spinal metastases\
                                                                                                            • Language: English or with a complete English translation\                                                                                                                                   • Articles that lumped all breast spinal metastases cohort outcomes with that of other primary tumor types\
                                                                                                            • Articles describing operative techniques used to treat spinal metastases in patients with breast cancer\                                                                                    • Study size: \<6 patients in the breast spinal metastases cohort with respect to surgical techniques\
                                                                                                            • Fully published, peer-reviewed, retrospective or prospective studies including randomized controlled trials, nonrandomized trials, cohort studies, case control studies, and case series    • Articles that did not specify the operative procedure used

  Cement augmentation procedure               "Kyphoplasty breast cancer"; "vertebroplasty breast cancer"   • Articles that did not provide clinical outcomes and statistics specific to the patients with breast spinal metastases\                                                                      
                                                                                                            • Articles that lumped all breast spinal metastases cohort outcomes with that of other primary tumor types\                                                                                   
                                                                                                            • Study size: \<2 patients with breast cancer related spinal metastases\                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                            • Articles that did not specify the operative procedure used                                                                                                                                  

  Supplementary prognostic variable studies   "Metastatic free interval prognostic breast"                  • Publication date: 2000 or later\                                                                                                                                                            • Study size: ≤300 patients\
                                                                                                            • Language: English or with a complete English translation\                                                                                                                                   • Studies not investigating MFI/DFI prognostic variable as defined in the inclusion criteria
                                                                                                            • Articles evaluating statistical significance of prognostic variables in metastatic breast cancer patients\                                                                                  
                                                                                                            • Fully published, peer-reviewed, retrospective or prospective studies including randomized controlled trials, nonrandomized trials, cohort studies, case control studies, and case series\   
                                                                                                            • MFI or DFI exclusively defined as time between diagnosis of primary disease and first metastasis                                                                                            
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations: DFI, disease-free interval; MFI, metastatic-free interval.

Data Extraction
---------------

The following data regarding operative techniques was extracted: patient population (the number of patients with spinal metastases and the percent of patients with breast cancer who comprise the entire study population), survival information (postoperative survival time and/or postoperative survival rate), change in neurologic function (the percent of breast cancer cohort with preoperative neurologic deficit, and the percent of breast cancer cohort with identical or worse postoperative neurologic deficit), local tumor control rate (the percent, evaluated at a mean or median follow-up ≥ 12 months), and change in pain (the percent of breast cancer cohort with preoperative pain, and the percent of breast cancer cohort with identical or worse postoperative pain). The percent of patients experiencing improvements in pain or neurologic deficit that existed preoperatively was also calculated.

Study Eligibility and Quality Assessment
----------------------------------------

All potentially eligible studies were determined by two reviewers. A third reviewer resolved instances of disagreement. After finalizing the series of studies to be analyzed, two reviewers extracted data to answer the inquiries posed in the objectives. A third reviewer confirmed these results. The overall body of evidence was based on the Grades of Recommendation Assessment, Development and Evaluation (GRADE) Working Group and recommendations of the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality.[@JR1500096-13] [@JR1500096-14] [@JR1500096-15] [@OR1500096-16] [@JR1500096-17]

The final overall strength of the literature was determined by the reviewers\' confidence that the effect size closely matched the true effect and was stable. The data extracted from the relevant studies was then presented to the AOSpine Tumor Knowledge Forum, a spinal oncology expert group including 20 neurosurgeons, orthopedic surgeons, radiation oncologists, and medical oncologists. Expert opinion distilled using the modified Delphi approach allowed for clinical recommendations and consensus statements to be made.

All panelists were provided with full publications that included the extracted data, a summary of the GRADE working group article, as well as the body of evidence for each recommendation prior to the scheduled meeting. Each recommendation was presented to the panelists, and then grades were assigned according to the criteria set forth below.

The following grades were assigned: high, moderate, low, or insufficient. "High" was assigned to a body of evidence in which a majority of studies were class of evidence I or II, and there was confidence that the true effect was close to the estimated effect. "Low" was assigned to a body of evidence in which a majority of studies were class III or IV, and the true effect may have been significantly different than the estimated effect. "Insufficient" was assigned if there was very little confidence in the estimated result or no evidence or too little evidence to estimate an effect. The overall strength could be downgraded if results were inconsistent, evidence was indirect, effect estimates were imprecise, or there were no a priori subgroup analyses. In contrast, the overall strength could be upgraded if there was a large magnitude of effect or a dose--response gradient.[@JR1500096-18]

Results
=======

Study Selection
---------------

The query "breast spine metastatic surgery" yielded 308 results, and "kyphoplasty breast cancer" and "vertebroplasty breast cancer" yielded 22 and 45 results, respectively. Percutaneous vertebroplasty (PVP) and kyphoplasty studies had a less restrictive patient population criterion due to the lack of literature providing breast cancer-specific information. Ultimately, 19 operative studies were included in this review based on the eligibility criteria (15 surgical, 4 cement augmentation procedures). However, the surgical cohort studied by Sciubba et al[@JR1500096-1] and Shehadi et al[@JR1500096-19] was identical, yielding a total of 14 unique surgical populations.

The literature was organized based on the type of operative procedure. PVP and kyphoplasty studies were described separately as well. All operative literature is indexed chronologically in [Table 2](#TB1500096-2){ref-type="table"}. Additionally, [Tables 3](#TB1500096-3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#TB1500096-4){ref-type="table"} describe the postoperative outcomes with respect to surgical and cement augmentation techniques, respectively. Four of the surgical studies found provided some degree of analysis on the prognostic variables. In addition to these, six nonsurgical studies were found analyzing prognostic variables in large populations of patients with metastatic breast cancer ([Table 5](#TB1500096-5){ref-type="table"}).

###### Clinical outcomes for breast cancer patients with spinal metastases treated with operative procedures

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Study                                     Design and procedure                                                                                                                                                                                                      Outcomes                                                                                                    Level of evidence
  ----------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------
  Hammerberg, 1992[@JR1500096-42]           • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 19 mo (mean); 67% at 1 y\                                                                               IV
                                            • 56 consecutive patients operated on 1980--1988 for spinal metastases\                                                                                                                                                   NC: ---\                                                                                                    
                                            • Techniques: anterior decompression + reconstruction, bilateral posterolateral decompression + fixation, or combined anterior-posterior approach + stabilization\                                                        LTC: ---\                                                                                                   
                                            • PP: *n* = 21; 37%\                                                                                                                                                                                                      PC: ---                                                                                                     
                                            • Mean age: 58 y (29--83)[a](#FN1500096-3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  Kocialkowski et al, 1992[@JR1500096-43]   • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 8.2 mo (mean); 75% at ∼2 mo, 50% at ∼6.5 mo, 25% at 11 mo\                                              IV
                                            • Series of 70 patients operated on 1985--1989 for extradural metastases\                                                                                                                                                 NC: 82%; 29%[b](#FN1500096-4){ref-type="table-fn"}\                                                         
                                            • Techniques: anterior, posterior, or anteroposterior decompression with or without stabilization\                                                                                                                        LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 17; 24%\                                                                                                                                                                                                      PC: 88%; 12%                                                                                                
                                            • Mean age: 56 y (37--75)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Jonsson et al, 1994[@JR1500096-44]        • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 13 mo (mean); 47% at 1 y\                                                                               IV
                                            • 51 consecutive patients operated on 1982--1991 for lesions of the cervical spine\                                                                                                                                       NC: 0%; 0%[c](#FN1500096-5){ref-type="table-fn"}\                                                           
                                            • Technique: anterior resection followed by cervical stabilization using screws, bone cement, and plates (posterior or anteroposterior stabilization)\                                                                    LTC: 100%\                                                                                                  
                                            • PP: *n* = 19; 37%\                                                                                                                                                                                                      PC: 53%; 0%                                                                                                 
                                            • Mean age: 55 y (38--79)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Bauer et al, 1995[@JR1500096-45]          • Prospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                            SI: 48% at 1 y\                                                                                             IV
                                            • Series of 153 patients operated on 1986--1994 for extremity metastases; series of 88 patients operated on for spinal metastases\                                                                                        NC: --\                                                                                                     
                                            • Techniques: predominantly posterior decompression + stabilization, also anterior procedures\                                                                                                                            LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 14; 6%\                                                                                                                                                                                                       PC: --                                                                                                      
                                            • Median age: 63 y (23--85)[a](#FN1500096-3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  Sioutos et al, 1995[@JR1500096-46]        • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 22.5 mo (mean), 13.5 mo (median)\                                                                       IV
                                            • 109 consecutive patient operated on 1980--1994 for thoracic metastases and cord compression\                                                                                                                            NC: --\                                                                                                     
                                            • Techniques: anterior transthoracic or posterolateral resection + instrumentation, laminectomy, or combined vertebrectomy and laminectomy + instrumentation\                                                             LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 19; 17%\                                                                                                                                                                                                      PC: --                                                                                                      
                                            • Mean age: 59 y (31--80)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Jonsson et al, 1996[@JR1500096-47]        • Prospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                            SI: 10 mo (median); 38% at 1 y\                                                                             IV
                                            • 51 patients operated on 1991--1992 for thoracic or lumbar metastases\                                                                                                                                                   NC: 63%; 0%[c](#FN1500096-5){ref-type="table-fn"}\                                                          
                                            • Techniques: laminectomy, reduction, or epidural tumor resection with pedicle screw instrumentation\                                                                                                                     LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 8; 16%\                                                                                                                                                                                                       PC: 100%; 13%                                                                                               
                                            • Median age: 57 y (44--66)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  Onimus et al, 1996[@JR1500096-48]         • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 12 mo (mean)\                                                                                           IV
                                            • Consecutive series of 100 patients operated on for lumbar or thoracic metastases between 1987 and 1992\                                                                                                                 NC: 28%; 11%\                                                                                               
                                            • Techniques: anterior tumoral resection, cord decompression, and reconstruction using methyl methacrylate; posterior laminectomy and stabilization; combined approaches\                                                 LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 18; 18%\                                                                                                                                                                                                      PC: 39%; 0% (morphinic data)                                                                                
                                            • Mean age: 60 y (--)[a](#FN1500096-3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  Gokaslan et al, 1998[@JR1500096-49]       • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 63% at ∼17 mo\                                                                                          IV
                                            • Series of 72 patients operated on 1994--1997 for thoracic spinal metastases\                                                                                                                                            NC: --\                                                                                                     
                                            • Techniques: anterior transthoracic vertebrectomy, decompression, methyl methacrylate reconstruction, and fixation using plates and screws\                                                                              LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 10; 14%\                                                                                                                                                                                                      PC: --                                                                                                      
                                            • Median age: 56 y (19--78)[a](#FN1500096-3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  Sundaresan et al, 2002[@JR1500096-34]     • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 36 mo (median); 22% at 5 y\                                                                             IV
                                            • Series of 80 patients operated on 1986--1997 treated for solitary metastases\                                                                                                                                           NC: --\                                                                                                     
                                            • Techniques: en bloc or intralesional resection using posterior, anterior, or anteroposterior approaches, followed by stabilization\                                                                                     LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 18; 23%\                                                                                                                                                                                                      PC: --                                                                                                      
                                            • Mean age: 56 y (22--81)[a](#FN1500096-3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  Chen et al, 2004[@JR1500096-50]           • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 18 mo (mean)\                                                                                           IV
                                            • 70 consecutive patients operated on 1980--2001 for spinal metastases\                                                                                                                                                   NC: --\                                                                                                     
                                            • Techniques: posterior decompression + resection + bilateral instrumented stabilization (minimum of 4 fixation points)\                                                                                                  LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 13; 19%\                                                                                                                                                                                                      PC: --                                                                                                      
                                            • Mean age: 58 y (24--75)[a](#FN1500096-3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

  Sciubba et al, 2007[@JR1500096-1]         • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 21 mo (median); 62% at 1 y; 44% at 2 y; 33% at 3 y; 27% at 4 y; 24% at 5 y\                             IV
                                            • 87 patients operated on 1993--2001 for spinal metastases\                                                                                                                                                               NC: 40%; --\                                                                                                
                                            • Techniques: anterior, anterolateral, posterior, posterolateral, posterior bipedicular, or combined anterior-posterior resection followed by stabilization; 78% vertebrectomy and 22% laminectomy\                       LTC: 89%\                                                                                                   
                                            • PP: *n* = 87; 100%\                                                                                                                                                                                                     PC: --                                                                                                      
                                            • Median age: 53 y (35--84)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  Shehadi et al, 2007[@JR1500096-19]        • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 21 mo (median); 62% at 1 y; 44% at 2 y; 33% at 3 y; 24% at 5 y\                                         IV
                                            • 87 patients operated on 1993--2001 for spinal metastases secondary to breast cancer\                                                                                                                                    NC: 40%; 27%\                                                                                               
                                            • Techniques: anterior, anterolateral, posterior, posterolateral, posterior bipedicular, or combined anterior-posterior resection followed by stabilization\                                                              LTC: 89%\                                                                                                   
                                            • PP: *n* = 87; 100%\                                                                                                                                                                                                     PC: --                                                                                                      
                                            • Median age: 53 y (35--84)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  Chen et al, 2009[@JR1500096-10]           • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 86% at 6 mo, 14% at 1 y\                                                                                IV
                                            • 31 patient operated on 2003--2005 for spinal metastases causing vertebral body collapse\                                                                                                                                NC: --\                                                                                                     
                                            • Technique: percutaneous vertebroplasty\                                                                                                                                                                                 LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 7; 23%\                                                                                                                                                                                                       PC: 100%; 0%                                                                                                
                                            • Mean age: 58 y (40--73)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Gerszten et al, 2009[@JR1500096-20]       • Prospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                            SI: --\                                                                                                     IV
                                            • 11 patient operated on for pain secondary to compression fractures from metastatic spinal tumors\                                                                                                                       NC: --\                                                                                                     
                                            • Techniques: transpedicular coblation corpectomy combined with closed fracture reduction and fixation involving kyphoplasty followed by spinal radiosurgery\                                                             LTC: 100%\                                                                                                  
                                            • PP: *n* = 2; 18%\                                                                                                                                                                                                       PC: 100%; 0%                                                                                                
                                            • Median age: 58 y (38--87)[a](#FN1500096-3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  Lee et al, 2009[@JR1500096-51]            • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: --\                                                                                                     IV
                                            • 19 patients operated on 2004--2008 for spinal metastases\                                                                                                                                                               NC: --\                                                                                                     
                                            • Technique: percutaneous vertebroplasty\                                                                                                                                                                                 LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 8; 42%\                                                                                                                                                                                                       PC: 100%; 0%                                                                                                
                                            • Mean age: 69 y (60--86)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Sun et al, 2010[@JR1500096-52]            • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: --\                                                                                                     IV
                                            • 10 patients operated on 2003--2008 for C2 osteolytic metastases\                                                                                                                                                        NC: -\                                                                                                      
                                            • Technique: percutaneous vertebroplasty using anterolateral or posterolateral (1 patient) access\                                                                                                                        LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 2; 20%\                                                                                                                                                                                                       PC: 100%; 0%                                                                                                
                                            • Median age: 62 y (41--82)[a](#FN1500096-3){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  Tancioni et al, 2011[@JR1500096-21]       • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 36 mo (median); 70% at 1 y, 60% at 2 y, 42% at 3 y, 34% at 4 and 5 y\                                   IV
                                            • 23 consecutive patients operated on 2004--2009 with symptomatic MESCC\                                                                                                                                                  NC: 66%; 0%\                                                                                                
                                            • Techniques: (1) minimal resection (palliative surgery) + instrumented fixation; curettage (subtotal tumorectomy) + stabilization; total tumorectomy + stabilization with anterior, posterior, or combined approaches\   LTC: 100%;\                                                                                                 
                                            • PP: *n* = 23; 100%\                                                                                                                                                                                                     PC: 100%; 0%                                                                                                
                                            • Median age: 55 y (29--70)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

  Walcott et al, 2011[@JR1500096-22]        • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 33.7 mo (median)\                                                                                       IV
                                            • Series of 15 patients operated on 2001--2009 for metastatic breast tumor causing cord compression\                                                                                                                      NC: 64; 29[d](#FN1500096-6){ref-type="table-fn"}\                                                           
                                            • Techniques: laminectomy with or without fusion, transpedicular or anterior corpectomy + fusion, occipital cervical fusion\                                                                                              LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 15; 100%\                                                                                                                                                                                                     PC: --                                                                                                      
                                            • Mean age: 60 y (39--81)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

  Zadnik et al, 2014[@JR1500096-4]          • Retrospective\                                                                                                                                                                                                          SI: 26.8 mo (median)[e](#FN1500096-7){ref-type="table-fn"}; 66% at 1 y; 25% at 3 y; 7% at 4 y; 4% at 5 y\   IV
                                            • 43 patients operated on 2002--2011 for spinal metastases secondary to breast cancer\                                                                                                                                    NC: 23; --\                                                                                                 
                                            • Techniques: anterior, posterior, or combined approach resection + stabilization\                                                                                                                                        LTC: --\                                                                                                    
                                            • PP: *n* = 43; 100%\                                                                                                                                                                                                     PC: --                                                                                                      
                                            • Median age: 56 y (27--91)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations: LTC, local tumor control rate (percent; evaluated at a mean or median follow-up ≥ 12 months); MESCC, metastases with symptomatic epidural spinal cord compression; NC, neurologic function change (percent of breast cohort with preoperative neurologic deficit; percent of breast cohort with identical or worse postoperative neurologic deficit, typically determined by change in Frankel scale); PC, pain change (percent of breast cohort with preoperative pain; percent of breast cohort with identical or worse postoperative pain); PP, patient population (number of patients with breast spinal metastases; percent of entire study population); SI, survival information (postoperative survival time or postoperative survival rate, %).

Data applies to the general study population, not specifically to the breast metastases cohort.

Based on ambulatory ability; 9 of 17 (53%) regained the ability to walk.

Evaluated using Brice-McKissock (1965) classification.

Evaluated using American Spinal Injury Association scale.

Median survival for single (posterior/anterior) approach was 29.6 months, median survival for combined approach was 23.2 months.

###### Surgical results for metastatic spine disease secondary to breast cancer

  Approach and author(s)               Year   Patients (*n*)   Postoperative survival (mo), mean or median   \% Pain improved[a](#FN1500096-8){ref-type="table-fn"} [b](#FN1500096-9){ref-type="table-fn"}   \% Neurologic improvement[a](#FN1500096-8){ref-type="table-fn"} [c](#FN1500096-10){ref-type="table-fn"}   \% Neurologic decline[d](#FN1500096-11){ref-type="table-fn"}   Local tumor control rate (%)[e](#FN1500096-12){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------------------------------ ------ ---------------- --------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Posterior approach                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  
   Jonsson et al[@JR1500096-47]        1996   8                10                                            87                                                                                              100                                                                                                       0                                                              --
   Chen et al[@JR1500096-50]           2004   13               18                                            --                                                                                              --                                                                                                        --                                                             --
   Weighted mean                                               15                                            87                                                                                              100                                                                                                       0                                                              --
   Total patients                             21                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  Anterior approach                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
   Jonsson et al[@JR1500096-44]        1994   19               13                                            100                                                                                             --                                                                                                        0                                                              100
   Gokaslan et al[@JR1500096-49]       1998   10               --                                            --                                                                                              --                                                                                                        --                                                             --
   Weighted mean                                               13                                            100                                                                                             --                                                                                                        0                                                              100
   Total patients                             29                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
  Mixed approach                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      
   Hammerberg[@JR1500096-42]           1992   21               19                                            --                                                                                              --                                                                                                        --                                                             
   Kocialkowski et al[@JR1500096-43]   1992   17               8.2                                           76                                                                                              64                                                                                                        0                                                              --
   Bauer et al[@JR1500096-45]          1995   14               --                                            --                                                                                              --                                                                                                        --                                                             --
   Sioutos et al[@JR1500096-46]        1995   19               13.5                                          --                                                                                              --                                                                                                        --                                                             --
   Onimus et al[@JR1500096-48]         1996   18               12                                            100                                                                                             60                                                                                                        --                                                             --
   Sundaresan et al[@JR1500096-34]     2002   18               36                                            --                                                                                              --                                                                                                        --                                                             --
   Shehadi et al[@JR1500096-19]        2007   87               21                                            --                                                                                              53                                                                                                        8                                                              89
   Tancioni et al[@JR1500096-21]       2011   23               36                                            96.1                                                                                            100                                                                                                       0                                                              100
   Walcott et al[@JR1500096-22]        2011   15               33.7                                          --                                                                                              56                                                                                                        0                                                              --
   Zadnik et al[@JR1500096-4]          2014   43               26.8                                          --                                                                                              --                                                                                                        --                                                             --
   Weighted mean                                               22.9                                          91.4                                                                                            62                                                                                                        4.9                                                            91.3
   Total patients                             275                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
  All surgical studies                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
   Weighted mean                                               21.7                                          92.9                                                                                            63.8                                                                                                      4.1                                                            92.6
   Total patients                             325                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Only considers patient population with preoperative pain/deficits.

Patients used to calculate mean pain improved: 85 (5 studies).

Patients used to calculate mean neurologic improvement: 168 (6 studies).

Patients used to calculate mean neurologic decline: 169 (6 studies).

Patients used to calculate mean local tumor control: 129 (3 studies).

###### Treatment results for metastatic spine disease secondary to breast cancer: vertebroplasty and kyphoplasty (*n* = 19 patients)

  Author(s)                       Year   Technique                                            Patients (*n*)   \% Pain improved[b](#FN1500096-15){ref-type="table-fn"}   Local tumor control rate (%)[b](#FN1500096-15){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ------------------------------- ------ ---------------------------------------------------- ---------------- --------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Lee et al[@JR1500096-51]        2009   Vertebroplasty                                       8                100                                                       --
  Chen et al[@JR1500096-10]       2009   Vertebroplasty                                       7                100                                                       --
  Sun et al[@JR1500096-52]        2010   Vertebroplasty                                       2                100                                                       --
  Gerszten et al[@JR1500096-20]   2009   Kyphoplasty[a](#FN1500096-14){ref-type="table-fn"}   2                100                                                       100

Preceded by transpedicular coblation corpectomy and followed by spinal radiosurgery.

Weighted mean = 100.

###### Significant negative prognostic variables for patients with metastatic breast cancer

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Studies and authors                Year    Patients (*n*)   Level of evidence   Outcome measured (dependent variable)          Significant negative prognostic variables
  ---------------------------------- ------- ---------------- ------------------- ---------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Spine surgery studies                                                                                                          

   Sciubba et al[@JR1500096-1]       2007    87               IV                  Postoperative survival for spinal metastasis   Univariate analysis:\
                                                                                                                                 (1) ER negativity\
                                                                                                                                 (2) Cervical metastasis (relative to other levels of the spine)\
                                                                                                                                 (3) PR negativity

  Multivariate analysis:\                                                                                                        
  (1) ER negativity\                                                                                                             
  (2) Cervical metastasis                                                                                                        

   Tancioni et al[@JR1500096-21]     2011    23               IV                  Postoperative survival for spinal metastasis   • Presence of other skeletal metastases

   Walcott et al[@JR1500096-22]      2011    15               IV                  Postoperative survival for spinal metastasis   • Patients who do not improve neurologic status postoperative (univariate analysis)\
                                                                                                                                 • Surgical complications (univariate analysis)

   Zadnik et al[@JR1500096-4]        2014    47               IV                  Postoperative survival for spinal metastasis   • Single-modality postoperative adjuvant therapy (compared with dual therapy: radiation and chemotherapy)

   Total                             172                                                                                         

  Nonsurgical studies                                                                                                            

   Solomayer et al[@JR1500096-28]    2000    648              IV                  Survival period after first metastasis         Univariate analysis:\
                                                                                                                                 (1) ER/PR negativity, DFI (**\<24 mo** vs. \>24 mo); viscera as location of first metastases (soft tissue vs. **viscera** vs. bone)\
                                                                                                                                 (2) Longer S-phase fraction (\<5% vs. ≥**5%**) and tumor size

   Largillier et al[@JR1500096-24]   2008    1,038            IV                  Survival period after first metastasis         • Old age (≥50 y) at initial diagnosis\
                                                                                                                                 • ER/PR negativity\
                                                                                                                                 • Shorter DFI (\<24 mo)\
                                                                                                                                 • Brain or multiple metastases

   Dawood et al[@JR1500096-23]       2010    2,881            IV                  Survival period after first metastasis         • Old age at diagnosis of metastasis (≥50 y)\
                                                                                                                                 • Black race (white vs. **black**)\
                                                                                                                                 • HR negativity\
                                                                                                                                 • Greater ALN invasion\
                                                                                                                                 • Higher grade disease\
                                                                                                                                 • Visceral metastases\
                                                                                                                                 • Shorter DFI\
                                                                                                                                 • Prior chemotherapy\
                                                                                                                                 • HER2 negativity

   Puente et al[@JR1500096-27]       2010    2,322            IV                  Survival period after first metastasis         • Old age at diagnosis\
                                                                                                                                 • Advanced stage of disease at diagnosis\
                                                                                                                                 • High histologic grade\
                                                                                                                                 • HR negativity\
                                                                                                                                 • Greater ALN invasion\
                                                                                                                                 • Administration of neo- and/or adjuvant chemotherapy (especially anthracyclines)\
                                                                                                                                 • Visceral or lung metastasis\
                                                                                                                                 • Greater number of metastases\
                                                                                                                                 • Less aggressive chemotherapy regimen for metastatic disease\
                                                                                                                                 • Resistance to first-line treatment

   Planchat et al[@JR1500096-26]     2011    511              IV                  Survival period after first metastasis         • Old age at initial diagnosis\
                                                                                                                                 • Greater SBR\
                                                                                                                                 • Greater ALN invasion\
                                                                                                                                 • Shorter DFI (only for univariate analysis)

   Lobbezoo et al[@JR1500096-25]     2013    815              IV                  Survival period after first metastasis         • Triple negative receptor status\
                                                                                                                                 • Old age (≥50 y) at initial diagnosis\
                                                                                                                                 • Shorter DFI (**\<24 mo** vs. ≥24 mo)\
                                                                                                                                 • Brain as first metastatic site\
                                                                                                                                 • Multiple metastases\
                                                                                                                                 • Adjuvant endocrine therapy

   Total                             8,215                                                                                       
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Abbreviations: ALN, axillary lymph node; DFI, disease-free interval, the time from primary tumor diagnosis until first metastasis; ER, estrogen receptor; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; HR, hormone receptors (i.e., ERs and PRs); PR, progesterone receptor; SBR, Scarff--Bloom--Richardson grade.

Note: Numbering indicates a ranked list (in order of decreasing statistical significance); bolded items indicate worst survival for a given variable.

Operative Result Summaries
--------------------------

In all, 19 operative studies with level IV evidence were found suitable for analysis and included 344 patients. There were 325 patients in the surgical group with the following breakdown by decompression: 21 posterior, 29 anterior, and 275 mixed (patients who had a combined approach and/or the patient cohort included both types of single approaches). Additionally, the PVP and kyphoplasty literature consisted of 19 total patients ([Table 3](#TB1500096-3){ref-type="table"}).

Surgery yielded the following mean postoperative results: a median survival of 21.7 months (8.2 to 36 months), a 92.9% rate of pain improvement (76 to 100%), a 63.8% rate of neurologic improvement (53 to 100%), a 4.1% rate of neurologic decline (0 to 8%), and a 92.6% rate of local tumor control (89 to 100%). Moreover, PVP and kyphoplasty studies reported a 100% rate of pain control. This data is summarized in [Tables 3](#TB1500096-3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#TB1500096-4){ref-type="table"}, and postoperative survival for surgical studies is trended in [Fig. 1](#FI1500096-1){ref-type="fig"}. However, the reported statistics should be taken with a caveat. For example, many mean surgical postoperative outcomes are based on a fraction of the 14 surgical studies ([Table 3](#TB1500096-3){ref-type="table"}). In addition, the total number of patients comprising the cement augmentation procedures (19) is likely not large enough to broadly generalize a rate of pain improvement ([Table 4](#TB1500096-4){ref-type="table"}). Finally, the kyphoplasty study was actually a combination of transpedicular coblation corpectomy (i.e., using Cavity SpineWand \[ArthroCare Corp., Austin, Texas, United States\] to circumferentially ablate and debulk tumor under fluoroscopy) combined with kyphoplasty, followed by spinal radiosurgery at a mean of 14 days later.[@JR1500096-20]

![Median or mean postoperative survival for metastatic breast cancer patients in months. Abbreviations: a, anterior decompression; m, mixed decompression (combined or including both single approaches); p, posterior decompression.](10-1055-s-0035-1564807-i1500096-1){#FI1500096-1}

Prognostic Variables
--------------------

Of the spine surgery studies, only 4 unique studies (172 total patients) analyzed prognostic factors of postoperative survival. Sciubba et al determined that estrogen receptor (ER) positivity of the tumor conferred a positive prognostic value (*p* = 0.001) and found a trend for poorer survival in patients with cervical lesions (*p* = 0.006).[@JR1500096-1] Tancioni et al found that worse survival was associated in the presence of other skeletal metastases.[@JR1500096-21] Walcott et al found on univariate analysis that patients with improved American Spinal Injury Association scores and patients who did not have surgical complications had a statistically significant longer survival (*p* \< 0.005).[@JR1500096-22] Finally, Zadnik et al found that dual therapy (chemotherapy and radiotherapy) was associated with significantly higher survival when compared with single-modality postoperative adjuvant therapy (*p* = 0.042).[@JR1500096-4] Age ≥ 65 years, preoperative functional status, location of metastasis, presence of visceral metastases, and spinal instability did not have a significant impact on the survival. The postoperative results were in agreement with those reported by Sciubba et al in that visceral metastases did not impact survival[@JR1500096-1]; however, cervical lesions in this 2013 study were not associated with decreased survival ([Table 5](#TB1500096-5){ref-type="table"}).

An additional six nonsurgical studies (8,215 total patients) analyzing prognostic variables in the survival of patients with metastatic breast cancer were found; ER/progesterone receptor (PR)/human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) receptor negativity, shorter disease-free interval (DFI), visceral metastasis, a greater degree of axillary lymph node invasion, and old age at initial diagnosis (≥50 years) were found to be recurring variables portending poor survival ([Table 5](#TB1500096-5){ref-type="table"}).[@JR1500096-23] [@JR1500096-24] [@JR1500096-25] [@JR1500096-26] [@JR1500096-27] [@JR1500096-28]

Study Quality and Overall Strength of Literature
------------------------------------------------

All 19 operative publications and 6 prognostic variable studies were case series without control groups. Hence, all publications had a baseline class of evidence of level IV. Based on the class of evidence and the quality and consistency of data, the overall strength of findings is moderate to insufficient as outlined with each summary of findings ([Table 6](#TB1500096-6){ref-type="table"}).

###### Strength of findings in patients with metastatic breast cancer

  Finding                                                                      Summary                                                                                                                                                                                                     Modification                                                                                                                                                              Strength of evidence
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
  Survival                                                                     Hormone- and HER2-naïve patients have a statistically and temporally significant survival advantage over resistant receptor patients.                                                                       Upgrade: large effect (source: nonsurgical studies, Sciubba et al[@JR1500096-1] study*)*                                                                                  Moderate
                                                                               DFI and a greater degree of axillary lymph node invasion have a statistically and temporally significant negative impact on survival.                                                                       Upgrade: large effect (source: large nonsurgical studies)                                                                                                                 Moderate
                                                                               Single-modality postoperative adjuvant therapy (compared with dual therapy: radiation and chemotherapy) has a statistically and temporally significant negative impact on survival.                         Source: Zadnik et al[@JR1500096-4] only                                                                                                                                   Low
                                                                               Visceral metastasis, surgical complications, presence of other skeletal metastasis, presence of cervical metastasis, and age have a statistically and temporally significant negative impact on survival.   Downgrade: inconsistent results across studies, for age different cutoffs are used (Sciubba et al[@JR1500096-1] vs. Zadnik et al[@JR1500096-4] vs. nonsurgical results)   Insufficient
  Pain outcome                                                                 Surgery provides pain relief in over 75% of cases with preoperative pain.                                                                                                                                   Based on 85 patients (see [Table 3](#TB1500096-3){ref-type="table"})                                                                                                      Low
  Cement augmentation procedures provide a high rate of pain relief (\>90%).   Downgrade: small sample size (19 patients)                                                                                                                                                                  Insufficient                                                                                                                                                              
  Neurologic outcome                                                           Surgery improves neurologic function in over 50% of cases with preoperative deficit.                                                                                                                        Upgrade: large effect (based on 168 patients)                                                                                                                             Moderate
  Surgery treatment has ∼5% risk of neurologic deterioration.                  Upgrade: large effect (based on 169 patients)                                                                                                                                                               Moderate                                                                                                                                                                  
  Local tumor control                                                          Surgical resection results in local tumor control rates of \>90% for up to 12 mo.                                                                                                                           Based on 129 patients                                                                                                                                                     Low

Note: *High* indicates majority of articles level I or II; *low* indicates majority of articles level III or IV. *Upgrade* means large effect or gradient response; *downgrade* means inconsistence, imprecision of effect, indirect evidence, publication bias.

Due to large, consistent effects, neurologic outcome improvement was upgraded. With respect to prognostic variables, receptor status (HER2 and ER/PR), DFI, and axillary lymph node invasion were upgraded. Based on inconsistent results, the following prognostic variables were downgraded: visceral metastasis, surgical complications, presence of other skeletal metastasis, presence of cervical metastasis, and old age at initial diagnosis. Due to a limited patient population (19 patients), pain relief data for cement augmentation procedures was downgraded ([Table 6](#TB1500096-6){ref-type="table"}).

Consensus Statement
-------------------

Although there is a paucity of breast-specific literature, the data extracted from the relevant studies and systematic review allowed for clinical recommendations to be made.

There is moderate strength of evidence that surgery can provide improvement in most patients (i.e., \>50%), with a low risk of diminished neurologic function (i.e., \<5%). Moreover, there is a moderate strength of evidence suggesting the significantly negative impact of hormonally and HER2 refractory tumor status, high degree of axillary lymph node involvement, and short DFI on survival. Experts agree that for these patients, less invasive options should be considered. With respect to DFI, formal guidelines have not been established, but studies suggest that a DFI less than 24 months is concerning for a shortened survival period after diagnosis of metastases.[@JR1500096-29] Furthermore, although only a small population size could be analyzed for the clinical efficacy of vertebral augmentation procedures, based on mixed-histology studies, experts feel that PVP and kyphoplasty are excellent options for the palliation of pain in patients with favorable anatomy.

Discussion
==========

After the 2005 Patchell trial, direct decompressive surgery plus radiation became the preferred treatment modality for selected single-level spinal metastases with symptomatic epidural spinal cord compression, given the gains in functional status and a suggested improvement in survival.[@JR1500096-30] [@JR1500096-31] [@JR1500096-32] Less invasive operative techniques, such as PVP and kyphoplasty, have demonstrated effective pain relief for metastatic vertebral lesions. Minimally invasive techniques can be utilized in patients with limited life expectancy, tumor-related malnourishment, and/or diminished immune system function who are precluded from surgery.[@JR1500096-33] Moreover, percutaneous cement augmentation procedures are appropriate for those with intractable pain secondary to a vertebral body deformity. Cement augmentation is contraindicated for those with epidural compression, neurologic deficits, or instability amenable only to open fixation.

Until recently, sizeable studies specific to surgical outcomes for patients with breast cancer spinal metastases have not been conducted. To our knowledge, the first and largest exclusive cohort, consisting of 87 patients, was that reported by Sciubba et al[@JR1500096-1] and Shehadi et al in 2007.[@JR1500096-19] In 2013, Zadnik et al studied a cohort of 43 patients.[@JR1500096-4] Aside from these studies, all other published articles since 1990 have not included more than 23 patients with metastatic breast cancer, highlighting the need for more large-scale studies to provide statistically powered conclusions with respect to operative outcomes. Heterogeneity in surgical instrumentation, patient characteristics (e.g., solitary versus multiple metastases), and adjuvant therapies were other confounding factors.

As mentioned previously, our overall surgical results after reviewing 325 patients were the following: 21.7-month survival, 92.9% rate of pain improvement, 63.8% rate of neurologic improvement, 4.1% rate of neurologic decline, and 92.6% rate of local tumor control. Our reported pain improvement is slightly superior to those reported by two literature reviews of mixed-pathology symptomatic metastatic epidural spinal cord compression, but within a 10% range from the surgical procedures resulting in the poorest pain outcomes. Moreover, our reported neurologic improvement was remarkably similar to laminectomy and radiotherapy plus posterior stabilization as reported by Witham et al (64%) and Kaloostian et al (62%),[@JR1500096-8] [@JR1500096-32] but somewhat inferior to those of purely anterior procedures (75 and 68%).[@JR1500096-8] [@JR1500096-32]

Interestingly, with regard to postsurgical survival, a prolonged survival beginning with the 36-month median survival reported by Sundaresan et al in 2002 was observed ([Fig. 1](#FI1500096-1){ref-type="fig"}).[@JR1500096-34] Prior to this report, breast cancer survival ranged from 8.2 to 19 months, and studies from 2002 onward reported a mean or median survival of 18 to 36 months. One operative factor influencing outcomes after this point may have been the acceptance of more aggressive and complete tumor resection; Sundaresan et al noted that toward the end of their study period, aggressive en bloc resection was gaining recognition in the spine community.[@JR1500096-34] However, we agree with Zadnik et al who attributed the later improvements in breast cancer survival to the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approval of trastuzumab and tamoxifen in 1998, dose-dense chemotherapy regimens in 2003, docetaxel and gemcitabine in 2004, as well as the increase in surgical experience, expertise, and techniques.[@JR1500096-4] Most recently in 2013, the FDA approved the HER2-targeting combination of trastuzumab, pertuzumab, and docetaxel as a first-line treatment for metastatic breast cancer, which will likely further improve patient survival.[@JR1500096-35]

The cement augmentation studies found yielded excellent pain control rates. Although cement augmentation procedures are very frequently performed for metastatic disease of any origin, there were only 17 cases of PVP and 2 cases for ablation and kyphoplasty that met our criteria in the literature, possibly reflecting a selection bias. Whether polymethyl methacrylate injections are especially beneficial to patients with breast cancer is a point of contention, though some studies claim that methyl methacrylate monomer has a specific cytotoxicity to breast cancer cells.[@JR1500096-36] However, it is likely that pain relief achieved via cement augmentation procedures is not a chemical mechanism (i.e., breast cancer cell-specific cytotoxicity), as suggested by a matched case--control vertebroplasty study comparing the effects of toxic polymethyl methacrylate to that of nontoxic calcium phosphate.[@JR1500096-37] Moreover, the study reported by Gerszten et al was not a true kyphoplasty study, as it tested a novel paradigm that combines tumor resection, kyphoplasty, and radiosurgery.[@JR1500096-20] Overall, it is likely that the clinical outcomes achieved by cement augmentation procedures for breast cancer are similar to that of other tumor pathologies.

With respect to our second objective, identifying prognostic factors that predict patient survival, we came across a dearth of surgical literature analyzing such variables. Specifically, understanding the role that each prognostic factor plays in the postoperative survival, rate of change in neurologic status, local tumor control, and pain for those patients who have already been selected for surgery is critical. In the context of the surgical decision-making process, prognostic variables can be used to decide on the invasiveness of the operation based on the life expectancy of the patient. Across the surgical studies, certain negative prognostic factors were not consistently found to be statistically significant or were simply unable to be evaluated, likely resulting from a small sample size and bias for selecting a healthier subset of surgical candidates.[@JR1500096-1] [@JR1500096-4] For example, Sciubba et al did not find visceral metastasis and multiple metastases to be a significant predictive factor, despite confirmation in previous surgical spinal metastasis studies.[@JR1500096-38] [@JR1500096-39] Moreover, Zadnik et al were not able to analyze the influence of ER negativity due to the overwhelming majority of ER-positive patients.[@JR1500096-4] Commonly recurring significant negative prognostic variables found in the nonsurgical literature search, such as shorter DFI and axillary lymph node involvement, were found to be insignificant in two surgical studies[@JR1500096-1] [@JR1500096-22] and one surgical study,[@JR1500096-1] respectively, possibly due to small patient populations in the surgical studies.

Despite this discrepancy, we suggest that, in conjunction with surgical prognostic scoring systems, DFI be further investigated as a readily available, multifactorial prognostic tool in patients with metastatic spine disease, as it is one of the strongest indicators of disease aggressiveness.[@JR1500096-24] [@JR1500096-40] Studies have already calculated the survival based on varying DFIs for patients with breast cancer ([Table 5](#TB1500096-5){ref-type="table"}).[@JR1500096-23] [@JR1500096-24] [@JR1500096-25] [@JR1500096-26] [@JR1500096-41] For example, in 2010, Dawood et al found that DFIs of \<6 months, ≥6 months to \<2 years, ≥2 years to \<5 years, ≥5 years were linked to median metastatic survivals (i.e., time from first distant metastasis to death) of 17.4 months, 17.3 months, 30.4 months, and 47.4 months, respectively (*p* \< 0.0001) in 2,881 patients.[@JR1500096-23] To account for subtler differences in estimated survival, which may be relevant when selecting an operative treatment, a greater degree of DFI stratification may be necessary when studying a large surgical cohort. Perhaps this metric can eventually be combined with established surgical scoring systems to optimize treatment selection.

Conclusions
===========

A systematic literature review of operative techniques to treat metastatic spine disease secondary to breast cancer generated 19 class IV case series, only 3 of which were prospective. The body of evidence is graded as moderate to insufficient, which provides further rationale for multicenter prospective clinical studies to be performed to provide stronger evidence from which to make clinical recommendations.

This review asked two main questions with the results outlined above and summarized below:

1.  What is the postoperative survival, rate of change in neurologic status, local tumor control rate, and pain improvement rate for a given operative treatment?

    Based on the available surgical literature, the median postoperative survival was 21.7 months (8.2 to 36 months), the mean rate of pain improvement was 92.9% (76 to 100%), the mean rate of neurologic improvement was 63.8% (53 to 100%), the mean rate neurologic decline was 4.1% (0 to 8%), and the mean rate local tumor control rate was 92.6% (89 to 100%). Increased survival from 2002 onward was likely due to FDA approval of new chemotherapies.

2.  Are there any clinical, radiographic, or histologic variables in the surgical literature that may help prognosticate which patients will perform better or worse with surgery?

There was moderate strength of evidence that negative receptor status (HER2 and ER/PR), short DFI (\<24 months), and a high degree of axillary lymph node invasion corresponded with poor survival. Moreover, there was a low strength of evidence that single-modality postoperative adjuvant therapy (compared with dual therapy of radiation and chemotherapy) had a statistically and temporally significant negative impact on the survival. Finally, based on inconsistent results, there was insufficient strength of evidence for the following negative prognostic variables: visceral metastasis, surgical complications, presence of other skeletal metastasis, presence of cervical metastasis, and old age at initial diagnosis.
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